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I
The fnords first appear in Anton-Wilson and Shea’s book Illuminatus. Educators, operating as tools of the titular conspiracy, hypno-

tize all primary school children to have a panic reaction to the trigger word “fnord”. The children, who remember nothing of the sessions when they wake up, are incapable of registering the word except as an unexplained feeling of unease.

This turns them into helpless, easily herded adults. Every organ of
the media – newspapers, books, cable TV – contains a greater or
lesser number of fnords. When some information is counter to the
aims of the conspiracy – maybe a communist party organizing in a
state where the conspiracy wears a capitalist hat – the secret masters don’t bother censoring or suppressing it. Instead, the newspaper reports it on the front page, but fills the article with fnords.
Most people read partway through, become very uncomfortable
and upset without knowing why, and decide that communists are
definitely bad people for some reason or other and there’s no rea-

son they need to continue reading the article. Why should they worry about awful things like that when there’s the whole rest of the
paper to read?

According to the book, the only section of the newspaper without
any fnords at all is the advertisements.

II
Last week, some Internet magazine published the latest attempt at
the genre of Did You Know Neoreaction Exists You Should Be Outraged. A couple of reactionaries wrote the usual boring “actually,
nothing you said was true, why would you say false things?” responses. Nydwracu, a frequent commenter on this blog, did something I thought was much more interesting. He wrote a post called
Fnords where he removed all of the filler words and transitions between ideas and thin veneer of argument until he stripped the essay down to the bare essentials. It looked like this:
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Since no one is meta and everyone only pays attention to things
when it’s their own opinions under threat, I suppose I have to do
the same thing with an article from some website on the right:
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Interestingly, both of those came out to between 13 and 14% of
the length of the original article. I wonder if that’s some kind of
iron law.

III
I don’t know if he ever read Illuminatus or whether it was just one
of those coincidences, but Jonathan Haidt did the thing with the
fnords in real life.

(Warning: a tangentially related study by the same group has recently failed to replicate)

He wanted to test the role of disgust in moral judgments. So he
hypnotized a bunch of people to feel disgust at a trigger word –
“takes” for half the participants, “often” for the other half – and
hypnotically instructed them to forget all about this. Then in an
“unrelated study” he asked them to rate the morality of different
ethically controversial vignettes. For example:

“A brother and sister fall in love with each other. They frequently
take vacations together where they have sex. Both are freely con-

senting and she is on very careful birth control.”

or

“A brother and sister fall in love with each other. They often go on
vacations together where they have sex. Both are freely consenting
and she is on very careful birth control.”

The participants hypnotized to hate the word “take” found the behavior more objectionable with the “take” version of the vignette
than the “often” version, and the participants hypnotized to hate
the word “often” displayed the opposite pattern. When they asked
subjects to explain their judgment, they gave perfectly reasonable
explanations, which could be anything from “incest is just wrong”
to “what if they have a child and it’s deformed, yeah, I know it said
they were on birth control, but it still bothers me.”

Then Haidt and his team presented the following story:

“Dan is student council president. It is his job to pick topics for discussion at student meetings. He frequently takes suggestions from
students and teachers on which topic to choose.”

or

“Dan is student council president. It is his job to pick topics for discussion at student meetings. He often accepts suggestions from students and teachers on which topic to choose.”

Participants were asked to judge how evil a person Dan was. And
when their trigger word was in the sentence, their answer was:
pretty evil! When asked to explain themselves, they came up with
weird justifications like “Dan is a popularity-seeking snob” or “It
just seems he’s up to something”.

IV
A few weeks ago, I noticed something strange.

Every time someone complaints about climate denial, they make
extraordinary efforts to get the name of the Koch brothers in. Like
it’s never just “Why do so many people believe climate denialism?”
it’s more “Why do so many people believe climate denialism, as
funded by people like the Koch brothers?”

This is strange because it seems to me that they are acting like
associating climate denialism with the Koch brothers will lower its
credibility or make it sound vaguely evil.

But this shouldn’t work. The only thing the average person knows
about the Koch brothers is that they are people who fund climate
change denial. So if you already don’t like climate change denial,
this will make you dislike the Koch brothers. But mentioning “Koch
brothers!” won’t make you dislike climate change denial more, it
will just remind you of one of the downstream effects of your disliking climate change (not liking the Kochs). On the other hand, if
you’re still neutral on climate change denial, then you have no rea-

son to dislike the Kochs, and mentioning them won’t help you
there either. And if you actively support climate denial, you probably think the Koch brothers are heroes, so associating them with
the movement won’t be a good way of discrediting it.

Basically, since your opinion of the Koch brothers should equal
your opinion of climate denial, trying to tar climate denial by association with the Kochs is trying to make people dislike an idea by
linking it to itself. It shouldn’t work.

But I think it does. When you read articles on the other side, they
always mention Al Gore. In fact, there are a lot of these people
who get brought up as bogeymen every so often.

I have two boring hypotheses and an interesting one.

The first boring hypothesis is that the Koch brothers are white
male billionaires. This is enough to make them suspicious. Therefore, global warming skepticism is tarred by association with them,
even though we know nothing else about them.

The second boring hypothesis is that it doesn’t matter who the
Koch brothers are, what matters is the claim that there is some
figure funding the movement, that it’s not a grassroots upswelling
of people genuinely doubtful of global warming, but just one guy
(well, two guys) trying to inflict their own weird contrarianism on
everyone else.

The interesting hypothesis is that the brain is going loopy, having
one of those rare experiences where it forgets not to condition on
itself.

Imagine that you don’t like climate denialism. You hear that the
Koch brothers support climate denialism. You use that information
to decide you don’t like the Koch brothers very much.

Then a month passes and you forget exactly why you don’t like the
Koch brothers. You just have a very strong feeling that “it just
seems like they’re up to something.”

Then someone tells you the Koch brothers support denialism. And
you say: “If those bastards support it, then I hate it even more!”

In other words, you have undergone a two step process to ratchet
up your dislike of climate denialism by associating it with itself.

We know this idea is evil because it’s pushed by such terrible people. We know the people are terrible because they
push such an evil idea.

— Scott Alexander (@slatestarcodex), May 18, 2014

I wonder if this is part of what makes politics so divisive. You start
off with a weak preference in one direction. Gradually, certain
words like “Koch brothers” or “Exxon Mobil” become fnords, reservoirs of your negative feelings, and then every time you read about

climate change, even if there’s no real argument, you get triggered
and become pretty sure denialists are up to something, in the
same way Dan the student council president is up to something.
And the other side gets different fnords – “Climategate”, “hockey
stick graph”, and they go through the same process. And finally
you get totally incomprehensible arguments: “But how can you be
a climate change denier when that associates you with the Koch
brothers?! Did you know climate change denialism is literally sponsored by the Heartland Institute?!” And the other side is just nodding their head and going “Oh, yeah, my sister used to work there.”

V
IF YOU DON’T SEE THE FNORD IT CAN’T EAT YOU

